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MUTUAL INFECTIVE HULLS 

S. K. JAIN, S. R. LÔPEZ-PERMOUTH AND S. RAZA SYED 

ABSTRACT. The mutual injective hull of an arbitrary family of modules is con
structed. Applications to the calculations of quasi-injective and 7r-injective hulls of di
rect sums are given. 

1. Introduction. Consider the direct sum M — © E/e/ Mt of a family of right mod
ules {Mi | / G / } . Assume, for simplicity, that / is finite or R is right noetherian. If each 
Mi is injective, then M is injective. However, if each Mt is merely quasi-injective (or 
7r-injective) it does not necessarily follow that M is quasi-injective (resp. 7r-injective). 
In either case, M is quasi-injective (7r-injective) if and only if the M/'s are "mutually 
injective" in the sense that whenever y ^ k, Mj is Myt-injective. If the M/'s are arbi
trary, the question then arises to determine formulae for the quasi-injective hull q(M) 
and the 7r-injective hull ir(M) of M as a direct sum of essential extensions of the M/'s. 
These essential extensions should then be quasi-injective (7r-injective) and mutually in
jective. We start by focusing on the problem of producing, for an arbitrary family of 
modules {Nj \ j G J}, over an arbitrary ring R a family of "smallest" essential extensions 
{Nj | j G J} which are mutually injective, namely a mutual injective hull of {Nj \ j G J}. 

Theorem 3.1 proves the existence and Theorem 3.2 provides formulae for the mutual 
injective hulls of arbitrary families of modules. The construction of mutual injective hulls 
allows us then to show that if/ is finite or R is right noetherian 

iel iel 

and 

iel iel 

2. Definitions and preliminaries. A family of right modules {Nj \ j G J} over an 
arbitrary ring R is said to be mutually injective if, for ally ^ k in J, Nj is A^-injective. 
Given a family {Nj \ j G J} with corresponding injective hulls {E(Nj) | j G J}, a family 
{Nj | j G J} is said to be a mutual injective hull for {Nj \ j G J} (in {E(Nj) \ j G J}) if 

(i) for ally G J, Nj C Nj Ç E{Nj)9 

(ii) {A^ | k G J} is mutually injective, and 
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(iii) for any mutually injective family {N'k | k G J} if for ally £J,NjÇNjÇ E(Nj)9 

then for ally G 7, À/, CAT'. 
Throughout this paper, all modules are right and unital unless otherwise stated. For 

an /^-module M, the symbols E{M) (or M), q(M) and 7r(M) will denote, respectively, the 
injective hull, quasi-injective hull and 7r-injective hull of M. An i?-module Mis injective 
relative to an ̂ -module N (or N-injective) if 

homR(N,E(MJ)NCM. 

M is quasi-injective if M is injective relative to itself, i.e., M is invariant under 
End(£(A/))- ^f is vr-injective if for any two submodules A, B C M with A C\ B = 0, 
each of the projection maps A (B B ^ A and A(&B —* B can be extended to an endo-
morphism of M. Equivalently, M is 7r-injective iff for each idempotent e G E n d ^ M ) ) , 
eM C M. It is well known that a module is 7r-injective if and only if it is quasi-continuous. 
For any two modules M\ and M2, M\ d M2 will denote that M\ is essential in Mi. 

We record below some well-known lemmas which are used throughout the paper. 

LEMMA 2.1. The quasi-injective hull of M is given by q(M) = End(E(M))M and the 
ir-injective hull of M is given by TT(M) = SM, where S is the subring generated by the 
idempotent elements 0/End(£(M)). 

LEMMA 2.2. M is ir-injective if and only if E(M) = ®E/e/M implies M = 
0E(M / nM) . 

PROOF. See ([3], Theorem 1.1). 

LEMMA 2.3. (a) If M is N-injective, then M is both K- and (N/K)-injectivefor each 
submodule K ofN. 

(b) If M is Ni-injective, i G 7, then M is 0 Y^iziNi-injective. 
(c) If M is N-injective and M Ç7 M1 is N-injective, then M' is N-injective. 
(d) If M is N-injective, then M is SN-injective for any subring S ofEnd(E(N)\ In 

particular, M is TT(N)- (and q(N)-) injective. 

PROOF. It is straightforward. (See, for example, ([1] Proposition 16.13, p. 188). 

LEMMA 2.4. LetMandNbeR-modules. LetM\ = VomR{E{N), E(M))N+M. Then: 
(i) M\ is N-injective; 

(iï) if M' is any other R-module such that M C Af C E(M) and M1 is N-injective, 
then Mi C M'. 

PROOF. Follows immediately from the definition of Af-injectivity. 
We call M\ (in Lemma 2.4) the N-injective hull of M (in E(M)\ and denote it by 

EN(M). 

LEMMA 2.5. If M = 0 E / G / M is -n-injective, then Mt is n-injective and {Mt \ i G J} 
is mutually injective. In case I is finite or R is noetherian, the converse also holds. 

PROOF. See [4]. 
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3. Main results. 

THEOREM 3.1. (Existence). Every family of modules {Nj | j G J} over an arbitrary 
ring R with corresponding injective hulls {E(Nj) \ j G J} has a mutual injective hull 

PROOF. Using the relative injective hulls introduced in Lemma 2.4, we define the 
sequence 

tif = ET J V C M ^ * - 0 ) , * = 1,2,3,.. . . 

Let Nt = UA/J*}. We show JV> is JV)-injective for i ^ j . So, let /:7V, —> £(JV}) be an jR-

homomorphism. By our construction, A/^ is E/y/ M*~ ̂ -injective hence A/̂ ~ ^-injective 

for/ ^ i. Also,£(#•) = E(Nt). Sof(Nj) C U*Af} = Nhj ^ i. Thus#• is iV,-injective. 
Let {JVJ} be a mutually injective family such that Nt C i V j c iV/, for all /. We show 

that Ni C N[ for all /. Now N*p is relative Eyy; A^-injective hull of Ni in £(JV}), and since 
N[ is also E^y/A/,-injective, it follows that 

A^1} C N*i9 for all i. 

So N- is E/y/M^-injective, yielding 

7V<2)CiV;. 

Proceeding like this, we obtain Nf* C N\ Vfc; hence Nt C N't as desired. 
The family ($/)/€/ of /^-modules obtained in the above theorem will be called the 

mutual injective hull of the family (M)/€/ *n (^W)) 7-

The next theorem shows that the sequence of /^-modules {Af}}, k = 1,2,... con
structed above to obtain Nt indeed becomes stationary after the second step, i.e., A^2) = 
JV^ for all it > 2. 

THEOREM 3.2. With the notation as in the proofofTheorem 3.1, Nt = Nf\ Indeed, 

Ni = JVi + £ hom(Nj, Ni)Nj + £ hom(iv}, M) hom(NhNj)Nh 

where N — E(N). 

PROOF. For simplicity we will consider a family with only two modules N\ and N2. 
The general case works similarly. 

A ^ = hom(N2,Nl)N2^Nl 

N?> = h o m ^ M ) ^ + A^0 

as exhibited in the towers: 

Nf} = hom(A/2,Ni )A^1)
 H-A^1} Nf =. hom(7V~i, N2)N\l) + A*1) 

N\l) = hom(N2,7Vi)7V<0) + A^0) A ^ = hom(NuN2)Nf] + A/f 

A f = M Nf^N2 
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Thus 

= hom(N2,Nx)hom(Nx,N2)Nx + hom(N2,Nx)N2 + NX. 

Next, 

Nf} = hom(7V2,M)A^2) +7VJ2) 

where 

A/<2) = homCA^A^JV^ + N%\ 

hence 

Nf = hom(iVi, TVa) hom(A 2̂, M )Â 2 + hom(NuN2)Nx +N2. 

Now 

h o m ^ N O A f } = hom(7V2,M)iV2 +hom(N2,Nx)hom(NuN2)Nx. 

Adding Nf^ to both sides, we obtain 

7VJ3) = Aff} + hom(N2,Nx)N2 + • • •, 

= Nx +hom(N2,Nx)N2 +hom(N2,Nx)hom(Nx,N2)Nx = Nf\ 

This yields by induction that Af} = JVp} Vit > 2, and hence Nt = rf2). 

EXAMPLE 3.3. It is possible to have a family {Nj \j el} where Nj^N^l\ 

PROOF. Let V be an infinite dimensional left vector space over a field F. Let R = 
Endir(F), and S = Soc(i?/?) = Soc(^/?). It is well known that RR is injective but RR is not 
injective, and SR is essential in RR. Set Mx = R,M2= S. Then hfp = #, A/*0 = £(#), 
and Mi =E(R) = M2. 

4. Applications to quasi-injective and 7r-injective hulls. Next we return to our 
consideration of a family of right /^-modules {Mt \ i G 1} where either I is finite or 
R is right noetherian and their direct sum M = 0E/E/M- The mutual injective hulls 
discussed above in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to develop formulae for q(M) and 
IT(M). But first, 

LEMMA 4.1. Let {Nx \ i G 7} be a family ofR-modules andf an endomorphism of 
E(Ni). Then 

fmcNi+m). 

PROOF. Notice that Af} = hom(Ej¥iN^k~l\Ni)TlJ^N^k~l) + fy. Let g G 

hom(£^-Af~^M). Then/g G hom(E#,-^*~^M). Hence/(Af}) C JV}*>+/W-). Now 

the proof follows by the definition of Nt. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. If Ni is quasi or -K-injective, then so is fy. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let {Mi \ i £ 1} be a family ofR-modules where either I is finite or 
R is right noetherian. Then 

7r(e Y,M1) = e £ mi) = e £ 7T(MZ). 
iei iei iei 

PROOF. Set ?r = ?r(0 E/G/ M)- Then £(TT) = © E/e/ £(M ), and so 

which yields {£(M) n 7r | / G /} is mutually injective. Let {M, | / G /} be the mutual 
injective hull of {M/} in {E(Mi)}. Then 

M/ C7rn^(Af/)forall/. 

Hence, ir(Mï) C 7r, V/. Thus 0 E 7r(M/) C 7r. But {7r(M/) | / G /} is mutually injective 
(Lemma 2.3). Hence, E 7r(M/) is 7r-injective and equals IT. 

We next show the equality IT = 0 E/e/ 7r(A/,-). Since {7r(M/) | / G /} is a mutually 
injective family and for all / G /, nMf Ç 7rM/9 we have by définition of mutual injective 
hull of this family TT(MÏ) C 7r(Mz), and so 

(i) e E ^ - ) ç e E ^ ( % 
Next, 

(2) 0 £ *Mi = TT(0 £ M) C TT(0 J ] TTM-) 
/e/ iei iei 

by Corollary 4.2. Then by (1) and (2), TT = 0 E TTM, as claimed. 
A similar result for quasi-injective hulls is contained in 

THEOREM 4.4. If I is finite or R is right noetherian, then 

q(®-£M<) = ©£<7(M) = ©Z<7(M). 
iei iei iei 

The first equality can actually be strengthened to obtain 

iei iei 

PROOF. The proof of the first two equalities is identical to the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
For the latter equality, since 

M\l) = Mi + £ hom(My, Mt) hom(Mz, Mj)Mt + £ hom(M,, Mt)MJ9 

rfi #i 
we get 

qhfp = qMi + Y^hom(Mj,Mi)hom(MhMj)Mi + J2hom(Mj,Mi)Mj, 

which is clearly A/,-injective for ally ^ i, proving our claim. 
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EXAMPLE 4.5. There exist modules M\, M2 such that n(M\ 0 M2) ^ ^(A/*0) 0 

7r(A41}). 

PROOF. Let M\ — R be a non-left artinian ring with right composition length 2 and 
essential simple right socle S = M2 ([2], p. 337). Then M ^ = R, A**0 = E(R). So, 
T T ^ ) 0 7r(^2

1}) = R 0 £(i!) ^ TT(MI © M2) = £(£) 0 E(R). 
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